Hörmann celebrates 10 years of success for RollMatic range

2020 marks the tenth anniversary of leading door manufacturer Hörmann UK’s innovative RollMatic garage door range.

Ten years on from its UK launch, Hörmann UK’s RollMatic garage door range remains a popular choice for architects, house builders, installers and homeowners, providing the highest standard in quality and safety.

Building on Hörmann’s German manufacturing expertise, the RollMatic door opens vertically for enhanced usability, requiring minimum space inside the garage whilst simultaneously offering maximum space inside the garage.

Adding to its appeal, the RollMatic door delivers first class safety standards. With the inclusion of an innovative and reliable automatic safety cut-out, the door securely stops and reverses into the opening if it encounters an obstacle, eliminating the need for an additional closing edge safety devices.

The RollMatic also includes Hörmann’s multi-spring technology, which allows for smooth operation and prevents the door from closing suddenly, even when operated manually. The door also has a mechanical security kit, so in the event of a power failure, the door will stay firmly closed. To open the door during a power-cut, it is a simple matter of putting the door into manual and lifting it without the need for a crank handle, due to its multi-spring technology.

The RollMatic range offers 11 different colours coatings and two varieties of timber designs in Hörmann’s unique Decograin and or Decopaint surface finishes. The range is complemented by Hörmann’s durable matching side doors, which can be installed across the exterior of a property for a cohesive look.

David O’Mara, Marketing Manager for Hörmann UK, said: “Throughout Hörmann’s longstanding history, the design and manufacture of quality garage doors has been at the very core of our business. Through continuous research and development, we have been
Hörmann’s RollMatic range is supported by an impressive 10-year warranty and can be installed in a wide range of openings for greater design flexibility.

For further information on Hörmann UK’s domestic offering, call 01530 516850 or visit: https://www.hormann.co.uk/home-owners-and-renovators/garage-doors/roller-garage-doors/
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For further information on Hörmann UK’s range of products, contact Henrietta Painter or Katy Peacock at HROC LTD on 0121 454 9707 or email hormann@hroc.co.uk.